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Background Briefing: China’s demographic trends and economic 
data may not be as strong as perceived. Add to that the problems with 
un-audited accounting, IP theft, and a communist regime that presents 
a true threat to economic liberty and human rights. We are at a point 
where the  US must expand beyond negotiating for trade deals with China 
and instead engage with other countries while applying pressure on 
China. There are economic solutions that are good for America. It is 
time to disengage and get our supply chains out of China.

In Battle Plan 245, your mission included the importance of taking a 
stand for economic liberty over short-term profits or cheaper goods from 
a ruthless challenger. President Trump has just announced increased 
tariffs against China and seems to be strengthening his position.

“What China has done has led Americans 
to an inescapable conclusion. China is a 
threat. Beijing is making everyone realize 
how dangerous and how belligerent and how 
militant it is. So, across the board, China has 
made itself appear to be a bad actor, which it 
certainly is.”  –Gordon Chang

Your Mission: To take a serious stand against the 
China’s unrestricted warfare against the US. Also, to be on 
alert for future growth/ investment opportunities as supply 
chains begin to shift to new markets. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1563888113/ep45_Economic_Battle_Plan%E2%84%A2_China_Threat-Gordon-Chang.pdf?1563888113
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(OSINT)– Open Sourced Intelligence Briefing
Open Sourced Intelligence Briefing with highlights. This includes 
quotes and summaries of conversations in the Economic War Room with 
Kevin Freeman and Gordon Chang. Gordon is one of America’s foremost 
China experts, a best-selling author, and a Daily Beast columnist. 
He lived and worked in mainland China and Hong Kong for nearly two 
decades.

“The one thing is we’ve got tariffs, additional tariffs on two 
hundred and fifty billion dollars’ worth of Chinese goods. We need 
to increase that rate of tariffs 
from 25 percent, to pick a number. 
Two hundred and fifty percent!  
What we’ve got to do is start to 
disengage. And we’ve got to do 
that because the Chinese have been 
stealing American IP as we talked 
about. We’ve got to get them to 
stop doing that. The other thing 
that we need to do is to defend 
ourselves with regard to our 
telecom infrastructure. President 
Trump has that executive order on foreign adversaries providing 
equipment for our telecom backbone. We’ve got to make it clear that 
we are not going to give Huawei any more exemptions, as we gave an 
exemption to a sister Chinese company, ZTE, last year.”

–Gordon Chang 

1. Gordon Chang suggests that Chinese Tariffs need to increase. The 
Communist China Party Uses Business to Infiltrate and Take Down 
other countries as part of their Unrestricted Warfare. 

• China is again at a critical point with their economy. Despite 
enormous growth over the past two decades (built in part on  
IP theft and false promises), the economy is weakening, and  
debt is overstretched. The US should not rescue communism in 
China again.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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• We need to defend our telephone and communications network, even 
if it means putting both Huawei and ZTE out of business.

• China is using those companies to dominate the telecom backbone 
around the world as other countries explore 5G.

• Everything will be connected to the Internet: your car, your 
pacemaker, your front door. We cannot allow China to be able to 
switch those on and off at will. And they would be able to do 
that if Huawei were providing that equipment.

• If Chinese telecoms are the  underlying infrastructure and 
you’ve got Huawei equipment, there will be a mechanism for China 
to infiltrate and spy on us. That has been their plan.

• Huawei says it’s employee owned. According to Gordon Chang, 
employees own about 1 percent of that company. The rest of  
it is essentially owned by the Chinese state. So, it is a  
state-owned enterprise for all practical purposes. But also, 
there’s the 2017 National Intelligence Law, which requires all 
Chinese nationals and organizations and entities to spy if they 
are asked.

“This is a problem with China’s belt and road 
initiative. China is offering this equipment at 
low prices with cheap loans and everything 
else. Oh, sure, why not? It’s what we say all 
the time in the Economic War Room: What we 
see is a marketplace our enemies see as a 
battlespace™. 

This is a means for them to win a war. For us, it’s just the next deal. We think 
maybe I can get a little cheaper price and my quarterly results are a little bit 
better. China know how to play into that!”  -Kevin Freeman

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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 Ask yourself if you want a communist regime to have access to 
your car, Internet, pacemaker, or front door? How about access 
to our military communications?

 “From 2012 to 2017, China was surreptitiously downloading 
information from the headquarters of the African Union. China 
supplied the materials, built the building for them, and provide 
Huawei servers that allowed them to download this information. 
So, this is not a theoretical concern. We’ve seen it in reality. 
We’ve seen it in practice.”

       –Gordon Chang

2. While China seeks to build their Global Empire, they are closing 
off foreign trade within their country. 

• This has affected not only foreign companies, but also domestic 
Chinese private entrepreneurs as China moves to an increasingly 
state-dominated economy.

• China has sought to close off opportunities for foreign 
investors.

• There have been these discriminatory law enforcement actions.

• There have been more and more subsidies to state enterprises.

• There’s been the amalgamation of already large state enterprises 
back into formal monopolies. 

• Lawfare is being executed against US companies. This has been 
done in terms of telecom with these cyber security law, with 
their national intelligence law, all of these laws have been 
written against foreign companies.

• State-run Cultural Revolution campaigns are targeted against 
companies. For instance, Apple has been targeted to convince 
Chinese consumers to avoid foreign products. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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• They are keeping lists of 
business adversaries and 
targeting them. Telling other 
companies not to do business 
with bad American companies. 
An airline was recently 
targeted for listing Taiwan as 
a separate country in their 
magazine. Chinese communists 
would not allow them to 
acknowledge Taiwan. Even if the 
company is outside their borders, they are using both carrots 
and sticks.

3. There are other better alternative global markets and investment 
opportunities with whom the US can partner to drive economic 
liberty. In general, we need to trade with our friends. Naturally, 
we want factories to come back to the US. 

India, Taiwan, Vietnam, Central America and the US will all benefit.

 Why a “beneficial trade deal” with China today appears impossible 
to Gordon:

• A trade deal is not going to be good for the United States 
because it’s going to give China more time to steal U.S. 
intellectual property. 

• China does not adhere to any agreement that they’ve made with 
us in the trade area. And so why should we think that the 
remedy for decades of failed trade agreements is another trade 
agreement?

• They have already failed to keep their commitment to buy 
agricultural products as part of concessions for continued tariff 
negotiations.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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• If you don’t believe in trade, how can you have a trade 
agreement?

A. Taiwan is proving what a successful trade relationship can look 
like, and if left alone by Beijing will be an alternate market 
to China. There remain question about Chinese communist threats 
and other emerging markets. 

 Taiwan is proving democracy is better than communism.

 “I think Taiwan is the 
beacon of hope for the 
world and not just for 
the Chinese people. Now, 
the people in Taiwan 
don’t view themselves as 
Chinese in their self-
identification surveys. 
They show basically two 
thirds as Taiwanese only, 
although Beijing views them 
as Chinese. And that’s a 
problem for Taiwan because Beijing believes it’s got to snuff out 
this great experiment in democracy. It’s working too well and 
it’s making the communist system appear bad. You know, a lot 
of people in China, they look at Taiwan and they say it should 
be part of the People’s Republic. But they also acknowledge 
that if they were in Taiwan, they wouldn’t be want to be part 
of China because the system is so bad. And so, the people in 
China understand that they need to have a better society before 
they’re going to be accepted by the people of Taiwan.”  

–Gordon Chang

B. India is a country that has closer shared values as the world’s 
largest democracy. They are working with us on the military side 
because they feel threatened by China.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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• China has territorial claims over a large portion of India, not 
only in the Himalaya, but the whole state of Arunachal Pradesh.

• India is a very large country, like China, and perhaps 
surpassing China in population someday soon.

“The U.N. projects that to be 2024 and that’ll be the first time in 300 years, 
or maybe even the first time in recorded history, that China’s not been the 
world’s most populous society. I think that the crossover point is probably 
going to occur earlier than 2024 and it’s going to be a really rough time for 
China. Coming from a Chinese household, I know that we take great pride in 
being the world’s biggest tribe. But that’s not going to be the case.”

–Gordon Chang

• China is going to go into accelerated demographic decline due 
in large part to its horrific one-child policy. That’s created 
serious geopolitical implications. 

C. Vietnam has more potential growth and trade opportunities.

• There has been a great amount of recent goodwill between Hanoi 
and Washington.

• A US-Vietnam relationship is a threat to Beijing. 

• Vietnam and China have conflicting sea claims in the South China 
Sea and Vietnam has been trying to build relationships with 
other countries. 

• They are reaching out to the United States,  but also India and 
Japan.

 
• Vietnam is trying to leverage its relationships with others. And 
that’s a good thing. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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• There a lot of issues with Vietnam on the human rights front 
(religious persecution, for instance). But nonetheless, we 
can work with Vietnam over the long term because we both are 
threatened by the same country. Perhaps Vietnam will reform with 
encouragement.

D. Latin America – Opportunities to provide economic freedom closer 
to America.

• We would like factories to come back as close as possible to the 
United States.

• There is potential to stabilize the northern triangle in Central 
America, which is critical to the US.

• Trade development in  Mexico and the northern triangle in 
Central America is important for us. 

• Moving secondary manufacturing and sourcing to these areas could 
help stabilize the region, economically.

• This is a region we take for granted. It is geographically  
close to us, and also critical to us although we tend to ignore 
it at times. 

• CAUTION: We need to be aware of Chinese influence in our own 
hemisphere as they attempt to destabilize relations. Venezuela 
is an example, where China has a military base near Caracas.

• America should have a long-term goal to stabilize our own 
hemisphere.

E. Manufacturing and Investment in America!
• Trends in manufacturing are driving down the gap between 
manufacturing in America and other countries.

• Robots cost the same in the US as China.

• American manufacturers avoid Pacific Ocean customs clearing. 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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• Companies are moving manufacturing back to the US.

• The US is more geopolitically stable from an economic 
perspective.

A TARIFF CASE STUDY AND ITS POTENTIAL IMPACT ON AMERICA’S BORDERS  

Gordon Chang Shares:
 “After the most recent round of increased tariffs, I spoke with 
a friend of mine, Jonathan Bass who is a disengagement advocate 
and also the CEO of a company that does business in China. He 
actually helps companies come back to the Western Hemisphere. 

 The second largest manufacturer of furniture in China called 
up Jonathan Bass and said, ‘look, I want to bail out of China 
and go somewhere in the Western Hemisphere.’ He is not going to 
bring his furniture factories 
back to the US. But if he 
brings them back to Central 
America, that’s a real win 
for us. And the reason is, 
we’ve got all these caravans 
of people coming to our 
southern border.

 Communities in Central America 
were destabilized by factories 
in 2001 when China joined the 
WTO and those factories went 
to China. Now, if those factories go back to Central America, 
they will stabilize those communities. If those communities are 
stabilized, it means people are going to stay there. We’re not 
going to see the caravans. And clearly, this is good for us. 
And also, we’ve got factories coming back to the United States. 
Recently, Black and Decker announce they are putting about $90 
million into a factory in a place called Fort Worth.”

–Gordon Chang

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Why You Should Care:
• China is forcing companies out by making themselves an 

unreliable member of global supply chains. A shift in 
supply chain and manufacturing could create new investment 
opportunities in new regions of the world and shift current 
Chinese investments.

• A number of prominent Chinese companies have reported results 
that have shocked the markets. Since 2015, the Chinese stock 
market has not been a good performer. The Chinese currency is 
now weak. An investment in China could be extremely risky. 
Gordon Chang believes that this risk has not been priced into 
the market, even though values have come down a lot over the 
past four years. Some companies may not even be real as Dan 
David of The China Hustle has shown.

• Despite the above market indicators, global index funds are 
increasing their holdings in Chinese stocks. You could have 
investments in these funds through retirement or pension funds 
and not even know it as Roger Robinson explained in Episode 43.

• Fewer US businesses in China, means less opportunity for them to 
steal our IP through theft, or forced surrender of technology.

• There are some potentially really bad outcomes with the wrong 
leadership in China. It appears the Chinese Communist Party is 
taking more control.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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 “This is a really bad sign when Alibaba’s owners want to bail 
out by issuing more stock. So, this, I think, is an indication of 

extreme concern among the Chinese business community. You 
know, we’ve seen these periods of great capital outflow. In  2015, 

Bloomberg estimated net capital outflow from China was  
$1 trillion. In 2016, that number went up to probably $1.2 trillion. 
Since then, that number has come down a lot, but only because 

China implemented even more draconian capital controls, 
many of them unannounced. China basically looks like a banana 
republic. Now, money is starting to come out again from what 
we can tell. And there’s Alibaba proposing a $20 billion-dollar 
secondary offering. Really looks like Jack Ma saying no more.”

–Gordon Chang

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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In the Economic War Room, we encourage Americans to be the “small 
ships that make the difference.” You cannot rely on the government or 
the President to solve your problems. You have to make a difference. It 
is up to you to help take our country back.

Economic Patriot Action Plan 
Action Steps: (Continued from Battle Plan 245 with Gordon Chang)

Step 1: Pray that the right people take control in China. The current 
Chinese communist leadership appears to be headed for a cliff and that 
could be dangerous.

Step 2: Support President Trump to persist on trade deals to create 
more than just fair trade. The American people should stand with him 
even if there is some small short-term economic pain. 

Step 3: We need to protect US intellectual property. This is 
existential for us because if we give away our economic advantages, 
if we let our intellectual property continue to be stolen, it will 
literally put us out of business.

Step 4: Continue to follow up with your financial advisor as it relates 
to the importance of the China threat and where you should be looking 
to invest now.

Step 5: Share this battle plan with other patriotic Americans and your 
congressional representatives.

Step 6: Weaponize your money and try to purchase less from China.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
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Look for ways you can mobilize or weaponize your money toward things 
that strengthen America. Nominate your financial advisor for our 
National Security Investment Consultant Institute (NSIC) classes at 
EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor.

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what can you do 
now to help strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in 
touch with your congressional representatives. Choose from the list or 
set your own goals: 

 Get others to sign up at EconomicWarRoom.com and review our weekly 
Economic Battle Plans™. Each of these will address critical 
solutions to the threats highlighted on this briefing. 

 
 Subscribe to our weekly Economic War Room show on TheBlaze. We need 

to break the digital ghetto that is limiting free speech regarding 
truth and liberty.

 Follow, like, comment and share on Facebook and Twitter. We 
recognize these tools may be compromised at times, but when they are 
not filtered, they can be major platforms available to reach out to 
the public.

 
 Share this Economic Battle PlanTM and our short video segments on 

Facebook or YouTube with friends. We set up the Economic War Room to 
be your resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

 
 Think about ways you can mobilize or weaponize your money towards 

things that strengthen American. This can be through charitable 
giving, spending, or investments. 

 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
http://EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor
https://www.EconomicWarRoom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom
https://www.twitter.com/economicwarroom
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Shareable  QUOTE:
(share this quote with your friends or at the office)

“What we view as 
a marketplace 

our enemies see as 
the battle space.™”

–Kevin Freeman

DISCLAIMER: The Economic War Room and its affiliates do not provide investment advice. In cases where 
guests or others may discuss investment ideas, these should not be viewed or construed as advice. The 
sole purpose is education and information. And, viewers should realize that in any case past performance 
is not indicative of future results. Neither Kevin Freeman, his guests or EWR-Media Holdings, LLC 
suggests, offers, or guarantees any specific outcome or profit. You should be aware of the real risk of loss 
in following any strategy or investment even if discussed on the show or any show-affiliated materials 
or websites. This material does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial 
situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations appropriate for you. You must make independent 
decisions regarding information, investments, or strategies mentioned on this website or on the show. 
Before acting on information on economicwarroom.com website or on the show, or any related materials, you 
should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and strongly consider seeking 
advice from your own financial or investment adviser.

https://www.economicwarroom.com
http://economicwarroom.com
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The EWR Collection Deck  
From Kevin Freeman

QUICK SECTION LINKS
Background on Gordon Chang

China Weakness

Tariffs and Trade Wars

5G Threat

Chinese Lawfare, Spying, and Influence Operations

IP Theft

Alternatives to China

[+] Must Read/Watch

WHERE TO ACCESS ECONOMIC WAR ROOM
[+] Our Website  https://www.economicwarroom.com/

[+] Our Facebook page  https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/

[+] Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom

[+] Our YouTube page
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfsphUgquqFcp7D_NDe6J_A/videos

[+] Link to all Battle Plans
https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans

BACKGROUND ON GORDON CHANG 

[+] Gordon Chang Speaks at ‘Committee on the Present Danger: China’ Event
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZX-3s3LCCc

Kevin Freeman and Gordon Chang Testify on Chinese Investment and Influence in Europe 
Before House Subcommittee
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2018/05/30/kevin-freeman-and-gordon-chang-
testify-before-house-subcommittee-on-chinese-investment-and-influence-in-europe/

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.economicwarroom.com/
https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/
https://twitter.com/economicwarroom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfsphUgquqFcp7D_NDe6J_A/videos
https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZX-3s3LCCc
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2018/05/30/kevin-freeman-and-gordon-chang-testify-before-house-subcommittee-on-chinese-investment-and-influence-in-europe/
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2018/05/30/kevin-freeman-and-gordon-chang-testify-before-house-subcommittee-on-chinese-investment-and-influence-in-europe/
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Hoover Institution: Gordon G. Chang
https://www.hoover.org/profiles/gordon-g-chang

[+] GordonChang.com
http://www.gordonchang.com/ 

CHINA WEAKNESS
China’s Economy Falters; Slowest Growth In Nearly 3 Decades
https://www.npr.org/2019/07/15/741735791/chinas-economy-falters-slowest-growth-in-
nearly-3-decades 

A lack of innovation could be why investments in China’s tech firms are plunging
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/15/china-technology-venture-capital-vc-investment-
plunges-in-q2.html

China’s growth is the slowest in nearly three decades: get used to it
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2019/07/15/chinas-growth-is-the-
slowest-in-nearly-three-decades-get-used-to-it

[+] China’s economy is in trouble: Fred Fleitz
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2019/06/27/chinas-economy-is-in-trouble-
fred-fleitz/

The end of the Chinese miracle | FT Features
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t487ILVf87k 

[+] Population Bomb? China Expected To Have 400 Million Fewer People By 2100
https://dailycaller.com/2019/06/17/china-population-fall-2100/ 

Is China Weaker Than We Think?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_RTJGW3k2o

China’s Slowdown Is Worse Than You Thought
https://www.barrons.com/articles/chinas-slowdown-has-been-worse-than-you-
thought-51552666279 

‘One Child Nation’: Inside China’s Horrifying Child-Killing Policy
https://www.thedailybeast.com/one-child-nation-inside-chinas-horrifying-child-
killing-policy 

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.hoover.org/profiles/gordon-g-chang
http://GordonChang.com
http://www.gordonchang.com/
https://www.npr.org/2019/07/15/741735791/chinas-economy-falters-slowest-growth-in-nearly-3-decades
https://www.npr.org/2019/07/15/741735791/chinas-economy-falters-slowest-growth-in-nearly-3-decades
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/15/china-technology-venture-capital-vc-investment-plunges-in-q2.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/15/china-technology-venture-capital-vc-investment-plunges-in-q2.html
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2019/07/15/chinas-growth-is-the-slowest-in-nearly-three-decades-get-used-to-it
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2019/07/15/chinas-growth-is-the-slowest-in-nearly-three-decades-get-used-to-it
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2019/06/27/chinas-economy-is-in-trouble-fred-fleitz/
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2019/06/27/chinas-economy-is-in-trouble-fred-fleitz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t487ILVf87k
https://dailycaller.com/2019/06/17/china-population-fall-2100/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_RTJGW3k2o
https://www.barrons.com/articles/chinas-slowdown-has-been-worse-than-you-thought-51552666279
https://www.barrons.com/articles/chinas-slowdown-has-been-worse-than-you-thought-51552666279
https://www.thedailybeast.com/one-child-nation-inside-chinas-horrifying-child-killing-policy
https://www.thedailybeast.com/one-child-nation-inside-chinas-horrifying-child-killing-policy
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TARIFFS AND TRADE WARS

[+] Treasury designates China as a currency manipulator
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/05/trump-blasts-china-yuan-drop-as-currency-
manipulation-1634502

The Chinese Regime Stands No Chance in US Trade War
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-chinese-regime-stands-no-chance-in-us-trade-
war_2937866.html 
 
The Truth About Tariffs And Red China
http://www.conservativehq.com/node/30259

Stephen Moore: China ‘Brazenly’ Uses Trade Tactics to Meddle in 2020 Election
https://theepochtimes.com/china-brazenly-uses-trade-tactics-to-meddle-in-the-2020-
election_2925131.html 

[+] Trump didn’t start this trade war. China did.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/05/14/trump-didnt-start-this-trade-war-
china-did/ 

U.S. Trade Negotiators Take Aim at China’s Cybersecurity Law
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-trade-negotiators-take-aim-at-chinas-cybersecurity-
law-11553867916 
 
Why Businesses Should Support The Trump Administration’s Pushback on China
https://thefederalist.com/2019/01/15/businesses-support-trump-administrations-
pushback-china/

Tech execs are telling Cramer behind closed doors that they support Trump’s hardline 
trade policy on China
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/14/cramer-tech-execs-tell-me-they-support-trumps-trade-
policy-on-china.html 
 
Don’t Dismiss Communist China’s Critics
https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/07/communist-china-steve-bannon-warnings/ 

5G THREAT
African Union accuses China of hacking headquarters
https://www.ft.com/content/c26a9214-04f2-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5 
 
Huawei ‘received funding from Chinese spy and security agencies,’ CIA warns UK 
intelligence chiefs
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/huawei-5g-network-mobile-funding-
chinese-spy-cia-a8879526.html

https://www.economicwarroom.com
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/05/trump-blasts-china-yuan-drop-as-currency-manipulation-1634502
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/05/trump-blasts-china-yuan-drop-as-currency-manipulation-1634502
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-chinese-regime-stands-no-chance-in-us-trade-war_2937866.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-chinese-regime-stands-no-chance-in-us-trade-war_2937866.html
http://www.conservativehq.com/node/30259
https://theepochtimes.com/china-brazenly-uses-trade-tactics-to-meddle-in-the-2020-election_2925131.html
https://theepochtimes.com/china-brazenly-uses-trade-tactics-to-meddle-in-the-2020-election_2925131.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/05/14/trump-didnt-start-this-trade-war-china-did/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/05/14/trump-didnt-start-this-trade-war-china-did/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-trade-negotiators-take-aim-at-chinas-cybersecurity-law-11553867916
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-trade-negotiators-take-aim-at-chinas-cybersecurity-law-11553867916
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[+] China Tech Threat
https://chinatechthreat.com/the-threat/

Huawei Says It Is Employee-‘Owned’—But Not Really
https://www.wsj.com/articles/huawei-says-it-is-employee-ownedbut-not-
really-11556204552 

[+] Huawei Employees Have Deep Links to China’s Military and Intelligence, Study 
Finds
https://theepochtimes.com/huawei-employees-have-deep-links-to-chinas-military-and-
intelligence-study-finds_2992271.html 

Chinese officials are forcing tourists to install an invasive app that downloads 
their texts and scans their phones at the border of one of the most surveilled 
regions in the country
https://www.businessinsider.com/china-forces-tourists-install-malware-phone-
scanning-app-xianjiang-border-2019-7 

CHINESE LAWFARE, SPYING, AND INFLUENCE OPERATIONS

[+] China destroys 30,000 ‘incorrect’ world maps
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/china-destroys-30000-incorrect-world-
maps/article26642135.ece 

Winning Without Fighting: Chinese Legal Warfare
https://www.heritage.org/asia/report/winning-without-fighting-chinese-legal-warfare

Xi’s nameless spies have never come in from the cold
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/inquirer/xis-nameless-spies-have-never-come-in-
from-the-cold/news-story/6681adb5b0e19170a9ef6a05d0e42eba 

China’s Communist Dictatorship Targets American https://townhall.com/
columnists/austinbay/2019/05/09/chinas-communist-dictatorship-targets-american-
creativity-n2546066 

Ex-State Department Worker Gets 40 Months In Prison For Secret Dealings With China
https://www.npr.org/2019/07/10/740412768/ex-state-department-worker-gets-40-months-
in-prison-for-secret-dealings-with-chi 

DNI: Beijing Set for ‘Ideological Battle’ with U.S.
https://freebeacon.com/national-security/dni-beijing-set-for-ideological-battle-
with-u-s/ 
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IP THEFT
CNBC: Huawei executive accused of stealing trade secrets from microchip company CNEX
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/22/huawei-executive-accusetd-of-stealing-trade-secrets-
from-axas-company-backed-by-microsoft-and-dell.html 

Heidi Heitkamp: Countering the China threat will take much more than tariffs
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/30/heidi-heitkamp-countering-the-china-threat-will-
take-much-more-than-tariffs.html 

https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/annual_reports/2018%20Annual%20Report%20
to%20Congress.pdf 

Trump Administration Identifies 36 Countries That Fail to Guard Intellectual 
Property, Emphasizes China
https://theepochtimes.com/trump-admin-identifies-36-countries-that-fail-to-guard-
intellectual-property-emphasises-china_2894521.html 

[+] 1 in 5 corporations say China has stolen their IP within the last year: CNBC 
CFO survey
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/28/1-in-5-companies-say-china-stole-their-ip-within-
the-last-year-cnbc.html 
 
Huawei Sting Offers Rare Glimpse of the U.S. Targeting a Chinese Giant
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-02-04/huawei-sting-offers-rare-glimpse-
of-u-s-targeting-chinese-giant 

‘Forced tech transfer’ has to stop or be regulated, says EU ambassador to China
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/12/forced-tech-transfers-must-stop-or-be-regulated-eu-
ambassador-to-china.html 

China ‘has taken the gloves off’ in its thefts of U.S. technology secrets
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-china-economic-espionage-20181116-story.
html 

ALTERNATIVES TO CHINA

[+] Taiwan Strengthens US Ties With De Facto Embassy’s Name Change
https://www.theepochtimes.com/taiwan-strengthens-bilateral-ties-with-de-facto-
embassys-name-change_2939418.html 

Fort Worth to get 500 new jobs from Stanley Black & Decker’s new manufacturing plant
https://www.star-telegram.com/news/business/article230424999.html 
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How India can benefit from the US-China trade war
https://www.financialexpress.com/opinion/how-india-can-benefit-from-the-us-china-
trade-war/1589744/ 

Trade war pushing companies from China to Vietnam, but experts warn they may have 
missed the boat
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3009245/trade-war-pushing-
companies-china-vietnam-experts-warn-they

[+] 5 China Sourcing Alternatives In Asia
https://www.intouch-quality.com/blog/5-alternatives-to-sourcing-from-china

One Trump Victory: Companies Rethink China
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/05/business/china-trade-trump-jobs-decoupling.html

US companies reshape supply chains after China ultimatum
https://www.ft.com/content/bb3a3546-7c31-11e9-81d2-f785092ab560
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